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0. INTRODUCTION 
We present a study of three concurrent imperative languages, called L 0 , Li. and L 2 • For each of 
them we shall define an operational semantics 0; and a denotational semantics 6D;, for i =O, 1,2, and give 
a comparison of the two models. (We shall use the terms semantics and semantic model as synonyms.) 
This comparison is the main subject of our paper, rather than the specific nature of the languages 
themselves, or the particular properties of their semantics. 
The languages L; have been defined and studied already in much detail in [BMOZl,2] and [BKMOZ]. 
We rely heavily on these papers, using many definitions taken from them literally, and others in an 
adapted version. (The languages L 0 , Li. and L 2 we use here are called L 0 , L 2, and L 3 in the 
papers mentioned.) 
Let us try to characterize in a few words the languages under consideration. They all belong to the 
wide class of concurrent (parallel) imperative programming languages. We shall discuss parallel execu-
tion through interleaving (shuffle) of elementary actions (in L 0 ), together with synchronization and 
communication (in L 1) and extended with (an elementary form of) message passing (in L 2). Imperative 
concurrency is further characterized by an explicit operator for parallel composition on top of the 
usual imperative constructs, such as elementary action and sequential composition. Herein it differs 
from another widely used style, so-called applicative concurrency, where the parallelism is implicit. 
Further, L0 and L 1 are uniform and L 2 is nonuniform. In Lo and L 1 the elementary actions are left 
atomic, whereas in L 2 an interpretation of these actions is supplied. They consist of assignments, test 
and send and receive actions. Another important feature is the presence of local nondeterminacy (in 
L0 ) and global nondeterminacy (in L 1 and L2). (Sometimes this is called internal and external non-
determinacy.) The difference between the two has major implications for the different semantic 
models. (For an extensive discussion of this matter see, e.g., the introduction of [BKMOZ].) 
For our semantic definitions we shall use metric structures, rather than order-theoretic domains. The 
metric approach is particularly felicitous for problems where histories, computational traces and tree-
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like structures of some kind are essential. Moreover, it allows for the definition of the notion of con-
traction, which we discuss in more detail in a moment. Our operational models (Ji are based on the 
transition system technique of Hennessy and Plotkin [HP] and Plotkin [Pl2, Pl3]. They are closely 
related to the ones defined in [BKMOZ], but there are some differences. We use labeled transitions 
and (in 01 and 02) communication is treated somewhat differently. Our denotational models Di are 
almost exactly the same as in [BKMOZ]. They are defined compositionally, giving the meaning of a 
compound statement in terms of the meaning of its components, and tackling recursion with the help 
of fixed points. For D 1 and D2 we use a reflexive domain, being a solution of some domain equation 
in the style of Plotkin [Pll] and Scott [Sc]. We shall not give the details of solving in a metric setting 
this type of equations, but refer the reader to [BZ], where a solution was presented first, and to [AR], 
where this metric approach is reformulated and extended in a category-theoretic setting. 
Although the semantic models presented here are (roughly) the same as in [BKMOZ], there is one 
major difference, being the way in which they are defined. In this paper we define both the opera-
tional and denotational models as fixed points of contractions. 
A contraction f :M-">M on a complete metric space M has the useful property that there exists one 
and only one fixed point xEM (satisfying/(x)=x). This elementary fact is known as Banach's fixed 
point theorem (see A.4.(b)). Such a fixed point x is entirely determined by the definition off any 
other element y EM satisfying the same properties as x, that is, satisfying f (Y) = y, is equal to x. The 
contractions <I> we use in this paper are always of type 
<l>:(M 1-">M 2)-">(M 1-">M 2), 
that is, they are defined on a complete metric function space M 1-"> M 2• Then the fixed point of <I> is a 
function from M 1 to M 2. 
The fact that our denotational models can be obtained as fixed points of suitable contractions is not 
very surprising, fixed points playing traditionally an important role in denotational semantics. It is 
interesting, however, to observe that the same method applies to the definition of operational models. 
One might wonder whether the models thus obtained still deserve to be called operational. That this is 
the case follows from the fact that they equal the models defined in the usual manner, without the use 
of fixed points (see lemma 1.12). 
The main advantage of this style of defining semantic models as fixed points is that it enables us to 
compare them more easily. This brings us to the discussion of what has been announced above to be 
the main subject of this paper: the comparison of operational and denotational semantic models, 
which we shall also call the study of their semantic equivalence. About the question why this would be 
an interesting problem we want to be brief. Different semantic models of a given language can be 
regarded as different views of the same object. So they are in some way related. Their precise relation-
ship we want to capture in some formal statement. 
Let us now sketch the way we use contractions in our study of semantic equivalences. Let L be a 
language. Suppose an operational model (J for L is given as the fixed point of a contraction 
<l>:(L-">M)-">(L-">M), 
where M is a complete metric space. Suppose furthermore that we have a denotational model 6ll for L 
of the same type as (J, that is, with 6ll:L-">M, for which we can prove <1>(6ll)=6ll. Then it follows from 
the uniqueness of the fixed point of <I> that 0=6ll. 
In the context of complete partial ordering structures similar approaches exist (see, e.g., [HP] and [AP]). 
There, the operational semantics (J can be characterized as the (with respect to the pointwise ordering) 
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smallest function '?I satisfying <l>(§)='!f, for some continuous function <I>. Then it follows from 
<1>(6D)=6D that (9 is smaller than 6D. In order to establish (9=6D it is proved that (9 satisfies the defining 
equations for 6D, from which it follows that 6J) is smaller than (9. Please note that within the metric set-
ting we can omit the second part of the proof. 
In general (9 and 6J) have different types, that is, they are mappings from L to different mathematical 
domains. In the languages we consider, this difference is caused by the fact that recursion is treated 
in the denotational and operational semantics with and without the use of so-called environments, 
respectively. Therefore, (9 and 6J) cannot be fixed points of the same contraction. Now suppose (9 and 
6j) are defined as fixed points of 
<l>:(L-"M i )-"(L-"M i ), and 'J!:(L-"M 2)-"(L-"M 2) 
respectively, where Mi and M 2 are different complete metric spaces. Then we can relate (9 and 6J) by 
defining an intermediate semantic model for L as the fixed point of a contraction 
<l>':(L-"M')-"(L-"M'), 
and by relating <I> , <I>' and 'J! as follows. If we define 
fi :(L-"M 1 )-"(L-"M'), and Ji :(L-"M 2)-"(L-"M'), 
and we next succeed in proving the commutativity (indicated by *) of the next diagram: 
t1> 
L-"M1 --" L-"Mi 
id *i U1 
tl>' 
L-"M' 
--" L-"M' 
hi *1 ih 
qr 
L-"M2 --" L-"M2 
then we are able to deduce the following relation between (9 and 6D: 
fi(6D)= f1 ((9). 
It is straightforward from* 1 and *2, and the fact that <I>, <I>', and 'J! are contractions. 
This will be the procedure we follow for the models (90 and 6Do of L 0 in section 1. There f i and Ji are 
such, that for closed statements (i.e., containing no free statement variables) s EL0 , we have: 
!9(s)=6D(s). Once this result has been achieved for L 0 , it is straightforward to adapt the definitions, 
lemmas and theorems involved so as to deduce a similar result for Li and L 2. (For the latter 
languages there is one slight complication. It appears to be convenient to relate L-"M i and L-"M 2 
via two intermediate types, L-"M' and L-"M".) In [BMOZI,2] and [BKMOZ] there have already 
been given proofs for the semantic equivalence of operational and denotational models for L 0 and 
Li· These proofs, however, are quite complicated and not so easy to understand. Furthermore, the 
proof for L 1 is much more complex than that for L 0 , involving an intermediate ready-set domain. 
The method of proving semantic equivalence as described above is general in the sense that it is appli-
cable to very different languages, such as L 0 , Li and L 2. 
This paper has seven sections. You are now reading section 0, the introduction. It is followed by the 
treatment of L 0 , Li and L 2 in sections 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Then, in section 4, some conclusions 
and remarks about future research are formulated. Section 5 gives the references and section 6, the 
appendix, gives the basic definitions of metric topology. 
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1. A SIMPLE LANGUAGE (Lo) 
U Syntax 
For the definition of the first language studied in this paper, we need two sets of basic elements. Let 
A, with typical elements a,b, ... , be the set of elementary actions. For A we take an arbitrary, possi-
bly infinite, set. Further, let Stmv, with typical elements x,y, ... , be the set of statement variables. 
For Stmv we take some infinite set of symbols. 
DEFINITION 1.1 (Syntax for Lo) 
We define the set of statements L0 , with typical elements s,t, ... , by the following syntax: 
s:: = a ls1 ;s2 ls1 Us2 ls1 lls2 Ix lµ.x[t) 
where t EL6, the set of statements which are guarded for x, to be defined below. 
A statement s is of one of the following six forms: 
an elementary action a. 
the sequential compositions 1; s2 of statements s 1 and s2. 
the nondeterministic choice s1 Us2, also known as local nondeterminism [FHLR]: s 1 Us2 is exe-
cuted by executing either s 1 or s 2 chosen nondeterministically. 
the concurrent execution s 1 lls2, modeled by the arbitrary interleaving (shuffie) of the elementary 
actions of s 1 and s 2. 
a statement variable x, which is (normally) used in 
the recursive construct µ.x(t ]: its execution amounts to execution of t where occurrences of x in t 
are executed by (recursively) executing µ.x(t ]. For example, with the definition to be proposed 
presently, the intended meaning of µ.x((a;x)U b] is the set a*·b U {a"'}. 
An important restriction of our language is that we consider only recursive constructs µ.x(t ], for which 
t is guarded for x: t EL6. Intuitively, a statement t is guarded for x when all occurrences of x in t are 
preceded by some statement. More formally: 
DEFINITION 1.2 (Syntax for L6) 
The set L6 of statements which are guarded for x is given by 
t::= a 
t;s, for s EL0 
t1 Ut2 I t1 llt2 
y , for y=l=x 
µ.x[t] 
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I µy[t'], fory=Fx, t'ELfinLQ. 
REMARK 
In order to avoid possible confusion about the definitions of L0 and Lfi, let us give a more extensive 
definition, for which the ones given above are shorthand. We define Lo and, for every x EStmv, Lfi 
simultaneously and in stages: 
Stage 0: 
L0(0) =A UStmv, Lfi(O) =A U(Stmv \ {x}) 
Stage (n+ l): 
Lo(n + 1) = Lo(n)U {s1 ;s2 lsi.s2ELo(n)} 
U {s1 Us2 lsi.s2 ELo(n)} 
U {s1 lls2 ls1,s2 ELo(n)} 
U {µx[t]ltELfi(n)}. 
Lfi(n + l) = Lfi(n)U {t;s ltELfi(n), sELo(n)} 
U {t1 Ut2lt1,lzELfi(n)} 
U {t1 llt2 lt1,lz ELfi(n)} 
U {µx[t] It ELfi (n)} 
u {µy[t] ly=Fx !\t ELfi(n) n LO (n) }. 
We define 
Lo = U L 0(n), Lfi = U L~(n). 
n•N n~N 
REMARK (Empty statement) 
It appears to be useful to have the languages under consideration contain a special element, denoted 
by £, which can be regarded as the empty statement. From now on E is considered to be an element 
of L 0, and Lfi. We shall still write L 0 for L0 U{E} and Lfi for Lfi U{E}. Please note that syntactic 
constructs likes ;E or Ells are not in L0 • 
Now that we have formulated the notion of guardedness for x, we can easily generalize this: 
DEFINITION 1.3 (Guarded statements) 
The set L6 of guarded statements (guarded for all x) is defined as 
L6 = nXtStmv Lfi. 
As L0 and Lfi, also L6 has a simple inductive structure. 
LEMMA l .4 The set L6 can be given by the following syntax: 
t::= alt;slt 1Ut21t 1llt2IJLX[t] 
where sELo. 
We need yet another notion of syntactic nature, that is, the notion of closedness. 
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DEFINITION 1.5 (Free variables, closed statements) 
For every statement sELo we define the set FV(s) of all statement variables that occur freely ins as 
usual: 
FV(a) = 0, FV(x) = {x}, FV(µx[s]) = FV(s)\{x}, 
FV(s 1ops2) = FV(si)UFV(s2), for op = ;, U,11. 
We call a statement s closed (notation: closed (s)), whenever FV(s)= 0. Finally, we define for 
L =Lo, Lfi, and La: 
Lei = {s ls EL I closed (s)} 
We have: (L0 )c/ = (Lfi)cl = (L6)c1. 
We expect that the reader may benefit from a few 
EXAMPLES 
First we observe that~ <;;;,Lfi <;;;,L0 • Further we have that 
xELo, xff.Lfi 
y;xELfi, y ;xff.Ll) 
µx[y;x]EL 0 , µy[y;x]ff.Lo 
a;µx[y;x]ELfi n.Ll) 
µy[a ;µx[y ;x ]] ELo 
1.2 Operational semantics 
We first introduce a semantic universe for both the operational and the denotational semantics for L 0 . 
DEFINITION 1.6 (Semantic universe P 0) 
Let A 00 , the set of finite and infinite words over A, be given by 
A 00 = A*UA"'. 
For the empty word we use the special symbol£. Let dA"' denote the usual metric on A 00 (see example 
A.1.1 ). We define 
Po = '!Pnc(A 00 ), 
with typical elements p,q, ... , the set of all non-empty, compact subsets of A 00 • As a metric on P 0 
we take dp
0 
=(dA"' )n, the Hausdorff distance induced by dA"'. According to proposition A.7 we have 
that P0 together with the metric dp0 is a complete metric space. 
The operational semantics for Lo is based on the notion of a transition relation. 
DEFINITION 1.7 (Transition relation for La) 
We define a transition relation 
~ <.;;;, LaXAXLo 
a 
(writing s~s' for (s,a,s')E~) as the smallest relation satisfying 
a 
(i) a~E (for all a EA) 
(ii) for all a EA, s,t E~, s',s EL0 : if s'=/=E, then: 
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a a 
s-s' ~ (s·s-s'·s 
' ' 
a a 
/\ s U t - s' /\ t Us - s' 
a a 
/\ sllt-s'llt /\ tlls-tlls' 
a 
/\ µx[s] - s'[µx[s ]/ x ]), 
where the latter statement is obtained by replacing all free occurrences of x in s by µx[s ]; and if 
s'=E, then: 
a a 
s-E ~ (s;s-s 
a a 
/\ sut-E /\ tUs-E 
a a 
/\ sllt-t /\ tlls-t 
a 
/\ µx[s] - E). 
a 
Intuitively, s-s' tells us that s can do the elementary action a as a first step, resulting in the state-
ment s'. We now give the definition of 00 , the operational semantics for Lff. (It is defined on closed 
statements only, because we do not want to give an operational meaning to, e.g., a ;x: what should it 
be?) It will be the fixed point of the following contraction. 
DEFINITION 1.8 (<l>o) 
Let Cf:Jo:(Lff-Po)-(Lff-Po) be given by 
{
{£} 
Cf:Jo(F)(s) = a 
U { a·F(s') Is' ELff /\a EA /\s-s'} 
ifs = E 
ifs =/= E 
for FELff-Po and sELff. 
REMARKS 1.9 
(1) It is straightforward to prove that Cf:J0 is contracting. 
a 
(2) Please note that closed (s) and s-s' imply closed (s'). 
a 
(3) We have that Cf:J0(F)(s) is a non-empty, compact subset of A 00 , because {al3s'ELff[s-s']} is 
finite and non-empty (this follows from lemma 1.14 below) and F(s') is compact for every 
s'ELff. This implies that Cf:J0(F)ELff-Po. 
DEFINITION 1.10 (Oo): eo =Fixed Point(Cf:Jo) 
REMARK: We use open brackets to denote application of e0 to an arguments: e0[s]. 
In [BKMOZ] another, seemingly more operational, definition of e0 is given. We shall repeat a slightly 
different version of it here and show that it is equivalent to this fixed-point definition. 
DEFINITION 1.11 (eo) 
Let SEL61, s=f=E. We define eo:Lff -Po by putting wEA 00 in eo[s] if and only if one of the following 
two conditions is satisfied: 
a 1 a2 a 3 a11 
(i) s-s1-s2- · · · -sn /\Sn = E /\ w = a1 ···an 
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a1 a2 a1 a2 
(where s~s'~s" abbreviates s~s' /\ s'~s"). If s=E, then (90[s]={i}. 
LEMMA 1.12: 0o = 0o 
PROOF 
Let w EA 00 , s ELb1, with s=j=E. We have 
w E(90[s] <:=> [definition (90] 
a 
3a EA3s'ELb13w'EA 00 [s~s' hw=a·w' Aw' E(90[s]] 
<:=> [definition <I>o] 
w E<I>o(0o)(s). 
Since (9oELb1 ~Po, it follows that <9o=<l>((9o). Thus (90=(90. 
We give yet another characterization of !9o. It is based on the following definition and will be the one 
we use in proving semantic equivalence. 
DEFINITION 1.13 (Initial steps) 
We define a function 
I:L§~0'fin(A XLo) 
(where 0'fin(X) ={YI n;;;;XA finite (Y)}) by induction on L§: 
(i) /(£)= 0, and /(a)={(a, £)} 
(ii) Suppose J(s)={(ai, si)}, J(t)={(b1, tj)} for s,tEL§, ai,b1EA, s;,t1EL0 • (The variables i and j 
range over some finite sets of indices, which we have omitted.) Then 
I(s;S) = {(aj, si;S)} (forsELo) 
J(sUt) = /(s)U/(t) 
/(slit) = {(a;, sillt)} U {(b1, sllt1)} 
/(µx[s]) = {(ai, s;[µx[s]/x])}. 
REMARK: Please note that for all s=/=E the set /(s) is finite and non-empty. 
This definition is motivated by the following lemma, which can be easily proved. 
a 
LEMMA 1.14: 'VaEA'rlsELf"i/s'ELo [s~s' <:=>(a, s')E/(s)] 
COROLLARY 1.15: <I>o(F)(s)= u {a·F(s')I (a,s')E/(s)}, for F:Lf/~Po, SEL'i/ \ {E}. 
1.3 Denotational semantics 
The second semantic function we define for L0 will be denotational: We call a semantic function 
F:L0~M .(where Mis some mathematical domain) denotational if it is compositionally defined and 
tackles recursion with the help of fixed points. The first condition is satisfied if for every syntactic 
operator op in L 0 we can define a corresponding semantic operator op:MXM~M (assuming op to be 
binary) such that 
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F(s1ops2) = F(s1)opF(s2). 
As semantic domain for the denotational semantics of Lo we take again P0 • The semantic operators 
corresponding with;, U, and II, the syntactic operators in L0 , will be of type PoXPo~Po. 
DEFINITION 1.16 (.Sel!lantic operators) 
The operators;, U, II: P0 XP0~P0 are defined as follows. Let p, qEP0 , then 
(i) - {q if p = { f} 
p;q = LJ {a·(pa; q)IPa*0} otherwise 
(ii) p Uq = p Uq (set-theoretic union) 
(iii) - {p pllq = q 
LJ {a·(pall q)I Pa*0} U LJ {a·(pll %)1 %*0} 
where for every p EP 0 and a EA we define: 
Pa= {w I wEA 00 /\a·wEp}. 
(We often write op rather than op if no confusion is possible.) 
REMARKS 1.17 
if q = {f} 
if p = {f} 
otherwise, 
(I) This deQnition is self-referential and needs some justification. We shall give it for; and leave the 
case of II to the reader. We define a mapping: <I>:(P0 XP0~P0)~(P0 XP0~Po) by 
{
q if p = {f} 
<.l>(F)(p,q) = LJ {a·F(pa,q) I p0 *0} otherwise. 
It is not difficult to show that <I> is contracting. Then we define: ; =Fixed Point(<.l>), which 
satisfies the equation of definition 1.16 above. 
(2) If we define the left-merge operator lL by 
{
0 if p = {f} 
pllq = LJ {a·(p0 ll q)lp0 *0} otherwise, 
then we have that 
pllq= pll_qU qll.p 
(using the fact that p'llq'=q'llp', for all p' and q'). This abbreviation will be helpful in some 
future proofs. 
We need the following properties, which are easily verified: 
LEMMA 1.18 
(a) For op = ;, U, and IT we have 
'r/p,p',q,q' EP0 [dp0 (p op q, p' op q') ~ max{ dp0 (p,p'), dp0 (q,q')}]. 
(b) For p,p'EP0 with Hip, Hf.p', and q,q'EPo we have 
- - I dp
0
(p;q, p';q') = max{dp0 (p,p'), Tdp0 (q,q')}. 
(c) The operators;, U, and IT preserve compactness. 
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We shall treat recursion with the help of environments, which are used to store and retrieve meanings 
of statement variables. They are defined in 
DEFINITION 1.19 (Semantic environments) 
The set r of semantic environments, with typical elements y, is given by 
r = Stmv_)inpO· 
We write y{plx} for a variant of y which is like y but with y{plx }(x)=p. 
Now we have defined everything we need to introduce the denotational semantics for L 0 • 
DEFINITION 1.20 ('Yo, Do) 
We shall define Do as the fixed point of 
'l'o:(Lo~r ~1 Po)~ (Lo~r ~1 Po) 
which is given by induction on L0 • (Here r ~ 1P0 denotes the set of non-distance-increasing func-
tions (see A.3.(c)).) Let FEL0~r ~1 P0 , then: 
(i) 'l'o(F)(a)(y)={a}, '1'0(F)(x)(y)=y(x), 'l'o(F)(E)(y)={t} 
(ii) 'l'o(F)(s op t)(y) = 'l'o(F)(s)(y) Op 'l'o(F)(t)(y) 
(iii) 'l'o(F)(µ.x[s])(y) = i'o(F)(s)(y{F(µx[s])(y)/x}) for sEL~, 
for op=;, U, II, and Op as in definition 1.16. (We define '1'0(F) only for those s and y, such that 
FV(s)<;;;;,dom(y).) Now we set 
D 0 = Fixed Point(%). 
REMARK: We have: D0[µx[s ]](y) = D0[s ](y{ D0[µx[s ]](y)/ x }). (As for <90 , we also use open brack-
ets for 6Do.) 
It is not obvious that '1'0 is contracting. The fact that we consider only guarded recursion is essential 
for proving it. 
LEMMA l.21 
(a) If FEL0~r ~1 P0, then '1'0(F)EL0~r ~1 P0. 
(b) If FEL0~r ~1 P0, then for all Y1, Y2 Ef, sELo: 
(*) VyEStmv[s!ll,li ~ Y1(y)=r2(y)] 
~ 
I (**) dp
0
('1'o(F)(s)(Y1), '1'o(F)(s)(Y2)) ~ 2·dr(ri.Y2). 
(c) '1'0 is contracting on L0~r ~1 P0. 
PROOF 
(a) The proof of (a) goes along the lines of (b), which is more interesting. 
(b) Let FEL0~ 1 P0, let Yi. Y2 Ef. We use induction on Lo. 
(i) Fors =a we have: dp
0
('1'0(F)(a)(y1), '1'0(F)(a)(y2))=0. Lets =x, with xEStmv. Suppose (*) 
holds for x. Then 
dp
0
('1'o(F)(x)(y1), '1'o(F)(x)(Y2)) = dp0 (Y1(x), Y2(x)) 
= 0 [because of(*)]. 
(ii) We only treat sequential composition and recursion. Lets =s 1 ;s2, with S1> s 2 EL0 • Suppose (b) 
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holds for s 1 and s 2. Suppose(*) holds for s 1 ;s2. This implies that(*) holds for s 1. Thus we have 
(**)for s 1. Now: 
dp0 (i'o(F)(s1 ;s2)(r1 ), i'o(F)(s 1 ;s2KY2)) 
= dp0 (i'o(F)(s1)(Y1 ); '1'o(F)(s2)(Y1 ), i'o(F)(s 1 )(Y2); '1'o(F)(s2)(Y2)) 
~[for all sELo \ {£}, F and y we have: Ht:'1'0(F)(s)(y); thus lemma l.18(b) applies] 
l 
max{ dp0 ('l'o(F)(s1 )(yi), i'o(F)(s 1 )(yz)), z-dp0 ('1'o(F)(s2)(Y1 ), '1'o(F)(s2)(Y2))} 
~ [(**)for s 1; (a) for s2] 
l l 
max{ z-dr(Yi. Yz), z-dr(Yi. Y2)} 
l 
= z-dr(Y1> Yz). 
(The proof for s 1 Us2 and s 1 lls2 is similar.) Next we treat recursion. Let s 1 ELo and suppose that 
µx[s 1] satisfies (*). Then s 1 satisfies it. Thus we have (**) for s 1. Now 
dp0 ('l'o(F)(µx[s1 ])(Y1 ), i'o(F)(µ.x[s 1 ])(yz)) 
= dp
0
('1'o(F)(s)(Y1 { F(µx[si])(y1)/x }), '1'o(F)(s)(Y2 {F(µx[si])(yz)/x })) 
~[(*)holds for si. also w.r.t. Yi{F(µx[si])(Yi)/x}, for i = 1,2, thus so does(**)] 
l 
z-dr(y1 { F(µx[s 1 ])(Y1 )/ x }, Y2 { F(µx[s i])(yz)/ x}) 
l ~ z-max{dr(Yi.Yz), dp0 (F(µx[si])(y1), F(µ.x[si])(Y2))} 
~ [(a) for µ.x[si]] 
I 
z-dr(Y1,Y2). 
(c) Let Fi. F 2 EL0~r ~1 P0• We only treat recursion. Suppose dp0 ('1'0(F1)(s)(y), '1'0(F2)(s)(y)) l ~z-d(Fi.F2 ), for some sEL~, all yEf. Then 
dp
0
('1'o(F1){µ.x[s ])(y), i'o(Fz)(µx[s ])(y)) 
=[Yi = y{Fi(µx[s])(y)/x}, i = 1,2] 
dp0 (i'o(F1 )(s)(Y1 ), '1'o(F2)(s)(Y2)) 
~ max{dp0 ('1'o(F1)(s)(Y1), '1'o(F2)(s)(Y1)), dp0 ('1'o(F2)(s)(Y1), '1'o(F2)(s)(Y2))} 
~ [induction, (b )] 
l l 
max{z-d(Fi.F2), z-dr(Yi.Y2)} 
l l 
= max{z-d(Fi.F2), z-dp0 (F1(µ.x[s])(y), F2{µ.x[s])(y))} 
l 
= z-d(Fi.Fz). 
1.4 Semantic equivalence of l9o and 6Do 
An important difference between 6D0 and (90 is that recursion is treated with and without semantic 
environments, respectively. We have 
6Do[µ.x[s JD(y) = 6Do[s](y{6Do[µ.x[s ]](y)/ x}) 
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and 
l9o[µ.x[s]] = l9o[s [µ.x[s ]/ x ]]. 
In the latter case the statement µ.x[s] is syntactically substituted for all free statement variables x in s, 
whereas in the first case the environment y is changed by setting x to the semantic value of µ.x[s ]. 
We shall compare 00 and 6D0 by relating both to an intermediate semantic function 00 ', which takes 
syntactic instead of semantic environments as arguments. It will be defined such that for syntactic 
environments 8: 
l9o'[µ.x[s]](8) = l90'[s](8{µ.x[s]/x}). 
Here 8 is changed, the new value of x is the statement µ.x[s ]. By first comparing 00 and 00 ' and next 
00 ' and 6Do we are able to prove the main result of this section: l90[s]= D0[s](y), for all sEL8 and 
arbitrary yEf. For the definition of 00', we need 
DEFINITION 1.22 (Syntactic environments) 
The set l:l. of syntactic environments, with typical elements 8, is defined by 
l:l. = { 8 j 8E(Stmv~fin L0)/\(8 is normal)}, 
where the notion of normal environments is given in: 
DEFINITION l.23 (Normal environments) 
A syntactic environment 8 is called normal, whenever 
(i) 'fix Edom(8) [8(x )ELfi] 
(ii) 'VsEL0 [FV(s)c;dom(8)~3k~O [s[8tEL51]], 
where s[8]0 =s, s[8]1 =s[8(x 1)/xi, ... ,8(xn)1xn] (with FV(s)={xI> ... ,xn}) and s[8]n+I =(s[8])[8]n. 
For 8 normal and sEL0 , with FV(s)c;dom(8), we define 
s <8> = s[8]k, 
where k = min{m ls[8r EL8 }. 
REMARKS 
(I) From now on we shall assume whenever we consider sEL0 and 8El:l. together (as two arguments 
for a function, or as a pair) that FV(s)c;dom(8). 
(2) Let 8 E Stmv ~n Lo be such that for x,y E Stmv: 8(x) = y and 8(y) = x. Such an environment is not 
normal. It does not give us any useful information about the values of x and y. 
(3) It would be too restrictive to require for all 8EStmv~nL0 that 'VxEdom(8) [x[8]EL8]. An 
example may illustrate this. Let 8 be defined such that dom(8)= {x,y }, and 
8(Y)=µy[b ;x ;y ], 8(x)= µ.x[a ;µy[b ;x ;y ]]. 
Such an environment we shall encounter when computing 00'[µ.x[a ;µy[b ;x ;y ]]]. Now y[8]= 
8(Y )flL51, but y[8]2 EL8. 
Now that we have introduced syntactic environments, we can formulate a principle of induction for 
the set Lo X l:l., which we shall heavily use in the sequel. 
THEOREM l.24 (Induction principle for L 0 X l:l.) 
Let :::cLoXl:l.. If" 
(1) A Xl:l.c;::: 
(2) {s,t}Xl:l.c;::: ~ {s;s,sUt, sllt}Xl:l.c;:=:for s,t, sELo 
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(3) {s} XACE ~ {µ.x[s]} XACE for sEL6 
(4) (o(x),l>)EE ~ (x, l>)EE for x EStmv and l>EA, 
then: 
PROOF 
Let ECL0 XA, suppose::: satisfies (1) through (4). We first prove fact (a) and fact (b) given below, 
and next show that (a) and (b) imply: E=L0 XA. So we have 
fact (a): Lo xA c::: 
fact (b): VSCLoXA [SCE~S'CE], where 
S' = {(s,l>)i(s,l>)ELoXA A VxEFV(s) [s~L6 ~ (l>(x), l>)ESJ}. 
To show that (a) holds, we use (I), (2), and (3), and induction on the structure of Lo. We proceed 
with (b). Let S CLo XA and suppose Sc:::. Let S' be as above. We use (I) through (4) and induction 
on Lo to show that S'CE. Let (s,l>)ES', for sEL0,l>EA. 
(i) s a: (a,l>)EE, because (1). 
(ii) S=Stops2 : Suppose that if (s;,l>)ES', then (si>l>)EE, for i=l,2. If (s,l>)ES', then also (si.l>) and 
(s 2 ,l>)ES'. Thus (si.l>),(s2 ,l>)EE. By (2) we have: (St op s 2 ,l>)EE. 
(iii) s=µ.x[si], for St EL6: Suppose that (s 1,l>)ES' implies (si.l>)EE. Because St EL6 we have: 
(si.l>)ES' ~ (µ.x[si],l>)ES'. Because (µ.x[si],l>)ES' we have (si,l>)EE. Thus, using (3), we have 
(µ.x[s i],l>)EE. 
(iv) s=X: If (x,l>)ES', then (l>(x),l>)ES, thus (because S CE) (l>(x),l>)EE. Because of (4), we then 
have that (x, 8) E :::. 
Thus facts (a) and (b) hold. Next we show that ::: = L 0 X A. For this purpose we define, for all n EN: 
Vo= Lo XA, 
Vn+t = {(s,l>)i(s,l>)ELoXA A VxEFV(s) [s~L6 ~ (l>(x), l>)EVn]}. 
Then we have: 
(*) VsELoVl>EA3nEN [s[l>rELo ~(s,l>)EVn], 
which we prove with induction on n EN. Let s EL0 and l>EA. If s[8]0 ELo, then s ELf} CLo. Thus 
(s,l>)EV0 . Now suppose(*) holds for nEN, and suppose s[l>]n+IELo. Then (s[l>])[l>rELo, thus by 
induction (s[l>],l>)E Vn. This implies (s,l>)E Vn +i. which proves(*) for n +I. 
Because all l>EA are normal we have 
'v'(s,l>)EL0 XA3n EN [s[l>r ELO]. 
Together with (*) this implies: 
'v'(s, l>)ELo X A3n EN [(s, l>)E Vnl· 
Since VnCL0 XA, for all nEN, it follows that L0 XA=UnENVn. Now V0 CE because of (a), and 
Vn C::: ~ Vn + t C::: because of (b ), so we conclude: ::: =Lo X A. 
D 
REMARK 
We cannot reason about a free statement variable x unless we know what statement it is bound to. 
Therefore, we consider non-closed statements together with syntactic environments, which give inf or-
mation about the free variables they contain. This explains why we have formulated an induction 
principle for L 0 X!::. instead of L 0 only. 
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Now let E<:;;;L0 XLl. The first three conditions of the principle suffice to prove that L§ XLl<:;;;E, since 
they express exactly the syntactic structure of L§ (see lemma 1.4). (We have chosen L§ here instead 
of L~, because the latter set has no simple inductive structure.) Thus also L~ XLl (CL§ XLl) <:;;;E. 
Adding condition (4) enables us to prove L 0 XLl<:;;;E:. This may be motivated by the followinp. For 
every statement sEL0 and normal environment oELl there exists an /EN such that s[ojlELb <:;;;L§. 
Let us call kEN with k=min{l ls[o]1 EL~} the degree of closedness of s with respect too. Please note 
that every s EL61 has degree 0, and arbitrary s ELo has, for arbitrary o, a finite degree. Therefore, this 
degree can be used as a measure for the complexity of statements. Our induction principle is indeed a 
principle of induction on the degree of closedness. Conditions (1), (2), and (3) are sufficient to prove 
E for all (s, o) with degree 0. They form, so to speak, the basis of the principle. Condition ( 4) 
expresses the "step part": if E: holds for (o(x),o), which has degree k, say, then E: holds for (x,o), 
which then has degree k + l. 
We now proceed with the definition of (90'. It will be of type 
eo I :Lo-')Ll-')P o, 
which could be called intermediate between 
eo:L~ -')Po, and Do:Lo-')f-')Po. 
Instead of basing the definition of (90 ' on some transition relation (as in definition 1.8) we use a vari-
ant of the initial step function (definition 1.13). 
DEFINITION 1.25 (Initial steps with syntactic environments) 
We define a function 
l':Lo-')Ll-')<?Pfin(A XLo XLl), 
using the induction principle for L 0 X Ll. The predicate E: <:;;; L 0 X Ll we use is defined as: 
E(s, o) = l'(s)(o) is defined 
We shall define I' such that E: satisfies the induction conditions. Thus we ensure that /' is defined for 
every SELo and oELl (with FV(s)<:;;;dom(o)). 
(1) /'(E)(o)= 0, and /'(a)(o)={(a,E,o)}, for all a EA, oELl. 
(2) Suppose I'(s)=AS·{(ai,si,oi)}, l'(t)=A8·{(b1,t1,o1)} for s,t,si>tJEL0 , ai,b1EA, and oi, o1ELl. (The variables i and j range over some finite sets of indices, which are omitted.) Then: 
/'(s;S)(o) = {(aj, si;s, oi)} (forsELo) 
I'(s u 1)(0) = J'(s)(o) u J'(t)(o) 
/'(sllt)(o) = {(aj, sillt, oi)} u {(bj, sllt1, 01)} 
(3) For the definition of I'(µ.x[s]) we have to consider possible clashes of variables. Therefore, we 
distinguish between two cases (supposing that /'(s) has already been defined): 
{
I'(s )(o{µ.x[s ]/ x}) if x fl.dom(o) 
l'(µ.x[s ])(o) = J'(S)(o{µ.X(S]/x}) if x Edom(o), 
where x is some fresh variable with xfl.dom(o) and s=s[xlx]. 
(4) Suppose /'(o(x))(o) has already been defined. We set: 
l'(x)(o)=/'(o(x ))(o). 
REMARKS 
(1) We have: if /'(s)(o)= {(ai,si,oi)}, then normal (oi), and thus oiELl, for all i. 
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(2) The definition of l'(µ.x[s ])(8), with x Edom(8), is correct, because s and shave the same complex-
ity. 
(3) If /'(s)(8)={(a;,s;,8;)}, then for all i: 'VxEStmv[xEdom(8)ndom(8;) ~ 8(x) = 8;(x)]. 
DEFINITION 1.26 ( cI>o ') 
We define cI>0':(L0~a~P0)~ (L0~a~P0 ) by 
{~} ils=E cI>o'(F)(s)(8) = LJ {a·F(s')(8')1(a,s',8')El'(s)(8)} otherwise 
for FEL0~a~P0 , sEL0 , and 8Ea with FV(s)<,;;;,dom(8). 
DEFINITION 1.27: (9o'=Fixed Point(cl>o') 
Next, we compare (90 and l9o'. We can do this by relating I and/', since we have: 
eo[s] = u { a·(9o[s'] l(a,s')E/(s)}, for s EL~, s=/=E 
(90 '[s](8) = U {a·(90'[s'](8')1(a,s',8')E/'(s)(8)}, for sEL0 , s=/=E, 8Ea. 
THEOREM 1.28 (Relating I and /') 
For all sELo and 8E/l, with FV(s)<,;;;,dom(8), we have: 
Va EA 'Vs' EL0 'V8' Ea [(a,s',8')El'(s)(8) <=> (a,s' <8'> )E/(s <8> )]. 
(For the definition of s <8> see 1.23.) 
PROOF 
We define 
E(s,8) = 'VaEA'Vs'EL0V8'Ea [(a,s',8')E/'(s)(8) <=> (a,s'<8'>)E/(s<8>)] 
and use the induction principle for L0 X a to show that ::: =Lo X A. We only treat the case of recur-
sion. Suppose sELfJ such that {s}xac;;;,:::. We have to show that{µx[s]}xac;;;,:::. Let 8Ea and 
assume (without loss of generality) that x fldom(8). Then 
l'(µ.x[s ])(8) = /'(s)(8') 
where 8'=8{µ.x[s]/x} (by the definition of/'). On the other hand, we have 
/(µx[s ]<8>) = [x fldom(8)] 
I(µ.x[s<8>]) 
= l(s<8>[µ.x[s<8>]!x]) 
(the latter equality following from: 
'VtELfi (/(µx(t]) = /(t(µx(t)/x])]). 
We take a quick (but deep) breath and proceed as follows: 
s<8>[µx[s<8>]1x] = [definition s<8>] 
s[8]<8>[µx[s <8> ]/ x] 
= [xfldom(8), 'VyEdom(8) [xflFV(8(y))]] 
s[8][µx[s <8> ]/ x ]<8> 
= s[8][µx[s]/x]<8> 
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= W = 8{µx[s ]Ix}] 
s[8']<8> 
= [x rtFV(s[8'])] 
s[8']<8'> 
= s<8'>. 
Thus we have /(µx[s ]<8> )=I(s<8'> ). Combining this with /'(µx[s ])(8)=/'(s)(S'), which we saw 
above, yields: 
E(µx[s ],8) ~ E(s, 8'). 
Because { s} X A<:;;;::: we may conclude: E(µx[s ],8). 
D 
We formulate the relation of !90 and !90 ' in terms of their defining contractions <I>0 and <I>0 '. This can 
be elegantly done using the following 
DEFINITION 1.29 
We define <>:(L&' ~Po)~ (L0~A~Po), for every FEL~ ~P0 , by 
<>(F) = F<> (notation) 
= AsELo·°MEA· F(s<8>). 
REMARK 
This mapping links two kinds of semantic functions, one using syntactic environments, and the other 
one not using environments. If FEL~ ~P0 , then F<> is a in a sense extended version of F: it can 
take as an argument also statements s EL0 that are not closed, provided it is supplied with a syntactic 
environment, which is to give the (syntactic) values for the free variables ins. 
THEOREM l.30 (Relating <l>0 and <l>0'): 'VFEL&1 ~Po [<l>o'(F<>) =(<l>o(F))<>] 
PROOF 
The theorem is an immediate consequence of theorem l.28. Let FEL~~P0 , let sELo, s=j=.E. 
<l>o'(F<»(s)(8) = U {a·F<>(s')(8')1(a,s',8')E/'(s)(8)} 
U { a·F(s' <8'>) I (a,s',81)El1(s )(8)} 
= [theorem l.28] 
U {a·F(s'<8'>)1(a,s'<8'>)El(s<8>)} 
= <I>o(F)(s<8>) 
= (<l>o(F))<> (s )(8). 
Because <I>0 and <I>0 ' are contractions with !90 and !9o' as their respective fixed points, we have: 
COROLLARY l.31 (!9o'=!9tf»: 'VsELo 'V8EA [!9o'[s](8)= !9o[s<8>]]. 
Finally we relate 
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fJo':Lo~a~Po and 6Do:Lo~r ~Po. 
For this purpose we define the following mapping. 
DEFINITION 1.32 
We define -:(Lo~f ~Po)~(Lo~ a~Po) by: 
-(F) = F (notation) 
-F 
= AsEL0 ·A8E6.· F(s)(8 ) 
-F -F -F [or FEL0~r ~P0 , where 8 is given by 8 = i\.x Edom(8)-F(8(x))(8 ). (We often write 8 rather than 
8F if from the context it is clear which F should be taken.) 
REMARKS 
(I) We have to justify the self-referential definition of SF. For this purpose we define 
Z(s,8) = 'fxEFV(s) [sf.lLij~(6F(x) is well defined)], 
for s E L0 and 8 E 6., and use tl!,e induction principle to prove: '2. = L 0 X 6.. Then it follows for all 
xEStmv with xEdom(8) that 8F(x) is well defined. Conditions (I) through (3) of the induction 
principle are trivially fulfilled. We prove congition (4). Suppose (8(x),8)E'2.. Thus 8F (y) is well 
defined for allyEFV(8(x)). This implies that 8F(x) is well defined, since 
SF(x)=F(8(x))(S\ 
(2) In the same way as < >, also ......, links two different kinds gf semantic functions, one using syn-
tactic, and the other using semantic environments. Again F is an extended version of F in the 
sense that it takes syntactic environments as an argument instead of semantic ones. In the 
definition above a sy11tactic environment 8E6. is changed into a semantic version (according to the 
semantic function F) 8F of it, which then is supplied as an argument to F. 
Next, we come to the main theorem of this chapter. It relates the denotatio,!lal semantics 6D0 and the 
operational semantics fJ'0 , whic_h is a fixed point of cf>'0 , by stating that also 6D0 is a fixed point of cf>'0 • 
From this it follows that fJ0 '=6Do. 
THEOREM 1.33: cf>o'("DQ)="DQ 
PROOF 
Let '2. c; L 0 X 6. be defined by 
- -
'2.(s,8) - cf>o'(6Do)(s)(8) = 6Do(s)(8) 
for (s,8)ELo X6.. We use the ip.duction principlt:.,for Lo X6. to show that '2.=L0 X6.. Let 8E6.. (1) For a EA we have cl>o'("DQ)(a)(8)= {a}= 6Do(a)(8), so A X6. c;'2.. 
(2) Let s,sEL0 and suppose Z(s,8). We show: '2.(s;S,8). 
cf>o'(6Do)(s;S)(8)= [definition cf>0 ' and I'(s;S)] 
U { a'·6Do(s';S)(8') I (a',s',81)El1(s )(8)} 
- -U { a'-(6Do(s')(8'); 6Do(S)(8')) I (a',s',8')El'(s)(8)} 
= [see remark (3) after definition 1.25] 
- -U { a'-(6Do(s')(8'); 6D0(S)(8)) I (a',s',8')El'(s)(8)} 
= [definition ;] 
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- -( U { a'·6Do(s')(8') I (a',s',8')El'(s )(8) }); 6Do(S)(8) 
= [definition <Po'] 
- -
«I>o'(6Do)(s )(8); 6Do(S)(8) 
= [because E:(s, 8)] 
- -6Do(s )(8); 6Do(S)(8) 
= 6Do(s;S)(8). 
This proves E:(s;s,8). Now let s,tELo and suppose E:(s,8) and E:(t,8). We show: E:(sllt,8). 
cI>0 '(6Do)(sllt)(8) = [definition cI>0' and /'(slit)] 
U { a'·6Do(s'llt)(8') I (a',s',8')El'(s)(8)} U 
U { b'·6Do(s llt')(8') I (b',t',8')E/'(t)(8)} 
- -
= U { a'·(6Do(s')(8')116Do(t)(8')) I (a',s',8')El'(s)(8)} U 
- -U { b'·(6D0(s)(8')116Do(t')(8')) I (b',t',81)El1(t)(8)} 
= [see remark (3) after definition 1.25] 
- -U { a'·(6Do(s')(8')116Do(t)(8)) I (a',s',81)El1(s )(8)} U 
- -U { b'·(6Do(s )(8)116Do(t')(8')) I (b1,t1,81)El'(t)(8)} 
= [definition lL (see remark 1.17(2))] 
- -(( U { a'·6Do(s')(8') I (a',s',81)El1(s)(8) })ll 6Do(t)(8)) U 
- -(( LJ {b'·6Do(t')(8')j (b',t',8')EJ'(t)(8)})li_ 6DQ(s)(8)) 
= [definition cl>o'] 
- -(cI>o'(6Do)(s)(8)lL 6Do(t)(8)) U 
- -(cI>o'(6Do)(t)(8)lL 6Do(s )(8)) 
= [we have E:(s, 8) and E:(t, 8)] 
- -(6Do(s)(8)ll 6Do(t)(8)) U 
- -(6Do(t)(8)ll 6Do(s )(8)) 
- -
= 6Do(s)(8)116Do(t)(8) 
= 6Do(s llt)(8). 
This proves E:(sllt,8). The case E:(sUt,8) is simple. 
(3) Let sELFJ and suppose {s}X8.k:S. We show: E:(µx[s],8). Assume (without loss of generality) 
that x i:t.dom(8). Then 
cI>0 '(6D0)(µx[s])(8) =[definition cI>0' and /'(µx[s])(8); let 8'=8{µx[s]/x}] 
U { a'·6Do(s')(8') I (a',s 1,81)El'(s )(8')} 
= «I>o'(6Do)(s )(8') 
= [we have E:(s, 8')] 
6Do(s)(8') 
= 6Do[s](8') 
= [definition 8'] 
- -6Do[s](8{6D0[µx[s ]](8)/ x}) 
= [definition 6Dol 
6Do[µx[s ]](8) 
= 6Do(µx[s ])(8) 
This proves E:(µx[s ],8). 
(4) Let xEStmv, suppose E:(8(x),8). Now 
<Po'(6Do)(x)(8) = [definition <J.>0 ' and /'(x)(8)] 
<Po' ( 6Do )( 8(x) )( 8) 
Thus E:(x, 8). 
= [because E:(8(x),8)] 
6Do(8(x ))(8) 
= 6Do[8(x)](8) 
= [definition 8] 
8(x) 
= 6Do[x](8) 
= 6Do(x)(8). 
The induction principle now implies: ::: = Lo X A. 
As an immediate consequence of this theorem, we have 
- -
COROLLARY 1.34 (l9o'=6Do): VsELo V8EA [l9o'[s](8)= 6Do[s](8)]. 
Now combining corollaries 1.31 and 1.34 yields the main theorem of this section. 
- -
THEOREM 1.35 (l9<f> =6Do): VsELo V8EA [l9o[s<8>]= 6Do[s](8)]. 
COROLLARY 1.36: For all SELg, and arbitrary yEf: l9o[s] = 6Do[s](y). 
1.5 Summary of section 1 
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D 
It may be useful to give a short overview of this section because we shall follow the same approach of 
proving semantic equivalence in the next sections. We have defined an operational semantics (90 for 
Lo as the fixed point of <J.>0 , and a denotational semantics 6D0 as the fixed point of '1'0 • We have 
related l9o and 6Do via an intermediate semantic function l90 ', defined as the fixed point of <J.>0 '. To be 
more precise, we have related <Po, '1'0 , and <J.>0 ' using mappings <> and ""',for which we have proved 
some properties, schematically represented by the following diagram: 
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<l>o 
L~~Po ~ L~~Po 
<>! * !<> 
<l>o' 
Lo~fl~Po ~ L0~1l~Po 
--i *fix i--
Vo 
Lo~r~Po ~ Lo~r~Po 
The * in the upper rectangle indicates that it commutes, the symbol *fix in the lower rectangle indi-
cates that it commutes only for the fixed point of '1'0 (that is, 6D0). Please note that * has been for-
mulated as theorem 1.30, and *fix as theorem 1.33. The main result of sectio~ I (theorem 1.35) fol-
lows from this diagram, because* implies: eo:> = l'lo' and *fix implies: l'lo' = 6Do. 
REMARK 
The lower rectangle does not commute for arbitrary FEL0~r ~P0 . As an example take , 
F=AS'-7\y· {t:}. Then, for given a,bEA and 8Ell: 
'1'oCF)(a;b)(8) = '1'0(F)(a;b)(Sv0(F)) 
= 'lro(F)(a )(Bv0(F» ; '1'0(F)(b )(Sv.(F)) 
= {ar{b} 
= {ab }, 
whereas 
- -
qJ0 '(F)(a ;b)(8) = {a·F(b)(8)} 
-F 
= {a·F(b)(8 )} 
= {a}. 
2. A LANGUAGE WITH COMMUNICATION AND GLOBAL NONDETERMINISM (L1) 
2.l Syntax 
For L 1 we introduce some structure to the (possibly infinite) alphabet A of elementary actions. Let 
C ~A be a subset of so-called communications. From now on let c range over C and a,b over A. Simi-
larly to CCS [Mi] or CSP [Ho] we stipulate a bijection - :c~c with - 0 - =idc. It yields for every 
c EC a matching communication - ( c ), which will be denoted by c. In A \ C we have a special ele-
ment T denoting a successful communication. Let Stmv, with typical elements x,y, ... , be again the 
set of statement variables. 
DEFINITION 2.1 (Syntax for LI) 
The set LI> with typical elements s,t, ... , is given by 
s::= a ls1 ;s2 ls1 +s2 ls1 lls2 Ix lµ.x[t] 
where t ELt, which is defined below. Please note that a EA~ C. 
DEFINITION 2.2 (Syntax for Lt) 
The set Lt of statements which are guarded for x is given by 
t::= a 
I t;s, for sEL1 
I t1 +t2 lt1 llt2 
I y, for y=l=x 
I µ.x[t] 
I µy[t'], for y=/=x, t' ELf n lJj 
DEFINITION 2.3 (Syntax for Lf) 
The set Lf of statements which are guarded for all x EStmv is defined by 
t::= alt;sit1+t2lt1llt2lµ.x[t], 
where sEL1. 
REMARK 
We extend L 1, Lf, and Lf with the empty statement E (see the remark following definition 1.2). 
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The definitions of FV(s) (free variables of s) and of (syntactically) closed statements are as in section 
I. The language L 1 differs from Lo in two respects. First, the presence of communication actions 
entails a more sophisticated interpretation of silis2• Secondly, the operators of global nondeterminism 
s 1 +s2 and of local nondeterminism s1 Us2 of L 0 are differently interpreted. For an extensive discus-
sion of L 1 we refer the reader to [BKMOZ] (where, for obvious reasons, it is called L 2). After we 
have defined an operational semantics for Li. we shall briefly discuss the intuitive meaning of L 1• 
2.2 Operational semantics 
DEFINITION 2.4 (Semantic universe P 1) 
Let, as in definition 1.7, the set A 00 be defined as A 00 = A• UA "'. We extend this set by allowing as 
the last element of a finite sequence a special element a, which will be used to denote deadlock: 
A[)°= A*uA*-{a}UA"'. 
Now we define a complete metric space P 1, with typical elements p,q, ... , as 
P1 = 0'nc(A[f ), 
the set of all non-empty, compact subsets of A[)°. As a metric on P 1 we take (dA-:' )H (see A.6(d)). We 
shall use P 1 as the semantic universe for the operational semantics of Li. which will again (as for L 0 ) 
be based on a transition relation: 
DEFINITION 2.5 (Transition relation for Lf) 
We define a transition relation 
-c;;;,Lf XAXL1 
as the smallest relation satisfying 
a 
(i) a-E, for a EA. (Please note that it is also possible that a EC!) 
(ii) for all a EA, s, tELf and s',sEL 1: if s'=j=E, then: 
a a 
s-s' ~ (s·s-s'·s 
' , 
a a 
A s+t-s' A t+s-s' 
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a a 
/\ sllt~s'llt /\ tlls~tlls' 
a 
/\ µ..x[s] ~ s'[µ..x[s ]/ x ]); 
and if s' = E, then: 
a a 
s~E ~ (s;s~s 
a a 
/\ s+t~E /\ t+s~E 
a a 
/\ sllt~t /\ tlls~t 
a 
/\ µ..x[s] ~ E). 
(iii) for all cEC, s,tE[,f, s',t'EL 1: if s'=l=E=/=t', then: 
C C T 
(s~s' /\ t~t') ~ sllt~s'llt', 
and if s'=E, then: 
c c 'T 
(s ~ E /\ t ~ t') ~ slit~ t'. 
DEFINITION 2.6 (cl>1) 
Let cI>1 :(Lf ~p 1 )~(L~1~p 1 ) be given by 
if s=E 
a 
{t:} 
cI>1(F)(s) = {a} if {a l3s'[s~s']/\a~C}= 0 
a U {a·F(s')ls~s' /\a~C} otherwise, 
DEFINITION 2. 7: l91 = Fixed Point( cI>1) 
EXAMPLES 
The following examples illustrate the intended meaning of L 1 : 
l91 [x] = {a} 
l91[cllc] = {T} 
l91[(a;c)ll(b;C)] = {abT, baT} 
(91[(a;b) + (a;c)] = {ab,aa} 
l91[a;(b+c)] = {ab}, 
for cEC, a,bEA \C. 
Thus with global nondeterminacy + the statements s 1 =(a ;b)+(a ;c) and s2 =a;(b +c) get different 
meanings under (91• This difference can be understood as follows: If s 1 performs the elementary action 
a, the remaining statement is either the elementary action b or the communication c. In case of c, a 
deadlock occurs since no matching communication is available. However, if s2 performs a, the 
remaining statement is b + c, which cannot deadlock because the action b is possible. Thus 
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communications c create deadlock only if neither a matching communication c nor an alternative ele-
mentary action b is available. 
We again characterize the operational semantics by defining for each statement s a set of pairs of 
which the first element denotes a possible first step of s. 
DEFINITION 2.8 (Initial steps) 
We define a function I :L; ~'!Pfin(A XLi) by induction on Df. 
(i) J(E)= 0 and /(a)={(a, E)} 
(ii) Suppose /(s)={(ai, si)}, /(t)={(bj, tj)} for s,tELf, ai,bjEA, and si,tjEL 1• (The variables i and 
j range over some finite sets of indices, which we have omitted.) Then 
/(s;S) = {(ai> si;S)} (forsEL 1) 
I(s+t) = /(s)UJ(t) 
/(slit)= {(ai, sdlt)}U{(bj, slltj)}U{(r, silltj)lai=bj} 
/(p.x[s]) = {(ai, si[µ.x[s]/x])}. 
a 
LEMMA 2.9: Va EA VsEL; Vs'EL 1 [s~s' <=>(a,s')E/(s)] 
a 
COROLLARY 2.10: For FEL11~P 1 and sELj1, such that {a l3s'[s~s']/\af.tC}*0, we have: 
<I>1(F)(s) = LJ {a·F(s')l(a,s')E/(s)/\af.tC}. 
2.3 Denotational semantics 
We follow [BKMOZ] in introducing a branching time semantics for L 1• First we have to define a suit-
able semantic universe. It is obtained as a solution of the following domain equation: 
P-{po} U'!Pc0 (A XP). (*) 
Such a solution we ea~ a domain, and its elements are called processes. We can read the equation as 
follows: a process p EP is either p0 , the so-called nil process indicating termination, or it is a (com-
pact) set X of pairs <a,q >, where a is the first action taken and q is the resumption, describing the 
rest of p's actions. If X is the empty set, it indicates deadlock (as does a in the operational semantics). 
For reasons _9f cardinality (*) has no solution when we take all subsets, rather than all compact sub-
sets of A XP. Moreover, we should be more precise about the metrics involved. We should have 
written (*) like this: 
DEFINITION 2.11 (Semantic universe p I) 
Let (P 1,d) be a complete metric space satisfying the following reflexive domain equation: 
P-{po} U'!Pc0 (A Xid0(P)), 
where, for any positive real number c, idc maps a metric space (M,d) onto (M,d') with 
d'(x,y)=c·d(x,.x), and U denotes the disjoint union (see definition A.6). (F~ a formal definition of 
the metric on P we refer the reader to the appendix.) Typical elements of P 1 are p and q, and are 
called processes. 
We shall not go into the details of solving this equation. In [BZ] it was first described how to solve 
this type of equations in a metric setting. In [AR] this approach is reformulated and extended in a 
category-theoretic setting. 
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As in definition 1.16 we define a number of operators on P 1. 
DEFINITION 2.12 (_Seipa~ic o_pera~rs) -
The operators;, +, II: P 1 XP 1 ~P 1 are defined as follows. Letp,qEPi, then: 
(i) 
_ {q if p = p0 
p ;q = {<a, p'; q >I <a,p'> Ep} otherwise 
(ii) p'+q = q if p =Po 
{ 
p if q =Po 
p U q otherwise 
p 
q 
(iii) pllq = { <a,p'llq I <a,p'>Ep} U 
{ <a,pllq'I <a, q'> Eq} U 
if q =po 
if p =po 
{<T,p'llq'>I <c,p'>EpA<c,q'>Eq} otherwise. 
(We often write op rather than ip if no confusion is possible.) For a justification of these definitions 
see remark 1.17. 
DEFINITION 2.13 (Semantic environments) 
We use r to denote the set of semantic environments (as in definition 1.19), with typical elements y, 
given by 
DEFINITION 2.14 (it J, 6D1) 
We define the denotational semantics 6D1 of L 1 as 
6D1 = Fixed Point( it 1 ), 
where '1' 1 :L 1 ~r~J> 1 is defined exactly as '1'0 in definition 1.20 but for the following two clauses: 
'l'1(F)(a)(y) = {<a.po>} 
'It 1 (F)(E)(y) = Po· 
We realize that it must be difficult for the reader who sees this type of denotational semantics for the 
first time to understand and appreciate it. Nevertheless, we consider it for our purposes preferable to 
refer the reader to [BKMOZ], where he can find an extensive explanation. In this paper, we want to 
stress the technique of proving semantic equivalences, with which we now proceed. 
2.4 Semantic equivalence of 01 and 6D1 
It is quite obvious that the result of the previous section, as formulated in corollary 1.36, namely that 
\:fsEL~ \:/yEf [00[s]=6D0[s](y)], 
does not hold for the semantic functions 01 and 6D1. The semantic universe P 1 of 01 is a set of sets of 
streams, whereas P 1, the semantic universe for 6D1, is a set of tree-like, branching processes. Thus, 
when comparing the types of 0 1 :L 1 ~P 1 and 6D1:L1 ~r ~J> 1> we observe that besides the fact that 6D1 
takes a statement as an argument as well as an environment, which 01 does not (as is the case with 6Do 
and 00 ), there is a second difference between 01 and 6D1• That is, they have different co-domains: 
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P 1=/=P1 (which is not the case in the previous section). The strategy we shall follow to relate l91 and 
6D1 is to define functions 
l91':L1~t::..~P1 
(where!::.. will again be a set of syntactic environments) and 
6D1':L1~t::..~P1, 
and then relate l91 and l91' (similarly as with 00 and l90'), next 6D1' and 6D1 (sirnQarly as with l90' and 
6D0), and finally compare l91' and 6D1' by using a suitable abstraction operator a:P 1 ~p 1 • Like we did 
in the previous section we define 01' (and 6D1 ') as fixed point of a contraction. 
We start with the comparison of l91 and l91 '· 
DEFINITION 2.15 (Syntactic environments) 
The set !::.. of syntactic environments, with typical elements 8, is given by 
!::.. = {8 j 8E(Stmv~fin L 1)/\(8 is normal)}. 
(For the notion of normal see definition 1.23.) 
We formulate an induction principle for L 1 X !::.., as in 1.24. 
THEOREM 2.16 (Induction principle for L 1 X!::..) 
Let :=: C L 1 X !::... If 
then: 
(I) A xt::..c::: 
(2) {s,t}X!::..C2: => {s;s, s+t, slit}X!::..C2:, fors,t,sEL1 
(3) {s}Xt::..c:=: => {µ.x[s]}Xt::..c:=:, forsEL5 
(4) (8(x),8)E2: => (x,8)E2:, for xEStmv, and 8E!::.. 
2: = L 1 X!::... 
PROOF: See theorem 1.24. 
DEFINITION 2.17 (Initial steps with syntactic environments) 
As in definition 1.25 we use the induction principle to define a function 
l':L1 ~t::..~<!Yr10 (A XL1 X!::..). 
(I) /'(£)(8) = 0, and /'(a)(8) = {(a,£,8)} for all aEA, 8E!::... 
(2) Suppose /'(s)=M·{(a;,s;,8;)} and l'(t)=M·{(b1,t1,81)} for s,tEL1> a;,b1EA, and 8;,81Et::... Then: 
I'(s ;s)(8) = {(a;, s;;s, 8;)} (for all sELi) 
l'(s +t)(8) = /'(s)(8)U/'(t)(8) 
/'(sllt)(8) ={(a;, s;llt, 8;)}U{(b1, sllt1, 81)}U{(7, s;llt1, 8;U81)la; = b1} 
(3), (4): as in definition 1.25. 
REMARK 
In the clause for silt in the above definition we take the union of two environments, 8; and 81. This we 
can always do, if we impose the restriction upon all 8;'s and 8/s that: 
ifa; = b1, then(dom(8;)\dom(8))n(dom(81)\dom(8)) = 0. 
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If this condition is not satisfied (and in general it is not) a suitable renaming of variables should be 
applied. An example of a statement for which this should happen is: µx[c ;x ]llµx[C;x ]. 
DEFINITION 2.19: l91'= Fixed Point(cI>1') 
THEOREM 2.20 (Relating I and /') 
ifs= E 
if {(a,s',8')E/'(s)(8)1af£C} = 0 
(a,s',81)El'(s )(8)/\a fl C} otherwise 
'VsEL 1 'V8EI:!. [/'(s)(8) = {(a;,s;,8;)} <=> l(s<8>) = {(a;,s;<8;>)}] 
PRooF: See theorem 1.28. 
DEFINITION 2.21: We define <>:(L~1 _,,P1)_,,(L1-"l:!._,,P1) by 
<>F = p<> 
PROOF: See theorem 1.30. 
Next we define 6D1':L 1_,,()._,,p 1 as the fixed point of the contraction below and compare 6D1 and 6D1'. 
DEFINITION 2.25: 6D1' = Fixed Point('l' 1 ') 
REMARK 
As 01' also 6D1' takes syntactic environments as arguments. Their co-domains, however, are different: 
Pr=/=P 1• One could call 6D1' a branching variant of 01'. Another difference is that l91'(c)(8)={3}, 
whereas 6D1'(c)(8)= { <c,p0 > }, for cEC and 8EI:!.. 
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DEFINITION 2.26 
Let -:(L 1 ~r ~.P 1 )~(L 1 ~a~.P 1 ) be given by 
-
-(F) = F 
-F 
= AsEL1 ·MEA·F(s)(8 ) 
-F -F -F 
for FEL 1 ~-r:_~pi, where 8 is defined as 8 = AxEdom(8)·F(8(x))(8 ). (For a justification of the 
definition of {see remark (1) following definition 1.31.) 
- -
THEOREM 2.27: <l>1'(6D1) = 6D1 
PROOF: This theorem can be proved in essentially the same way as theorem 1.33. 
COROLLARY 2.28: 6D1'=6D1 
Finally we provide the only missing link in the chain that is to connect (91 with 6D1 : the comparison of 
l91':L1~A~P 1 and 6D1 ':L1~a~.P 1 . 
We relate their different semantic universes P 1 and P 1 in the following 
DEFINITION 2.29 (Abstraction operat<E" a) 
We define an abstraction operator a:P 1 ~P 1 by: 
a = streams0 restr, 
where restr (for restriction) and streams are recursively defined: 
(i) restr :P 1~p1 
{
Po. if p =Po 
p1-+ { <a,restr(p')> I <a,p'> Ep /\a fl. C} otherwise 
(ii) streams:P1~P1 
{
{t:} 
p1-+ {a} ifp = 0 
U { a·streams(p') I <a,p'> Ep} otherwise. 
if p =Po 
REMARKS 
(1) Since the definition of restr and streams is recursive, we have to verify that it is well formed. It 
suffices to note that these functions can be defined as fixed points of contracting functions ( cf. 
remark 1.17). 
(2) The abstraction operator a transforms a (branching) process pEP1 into an element a(p)EP 1 in 
two steps. First it cuts off all branches (all subprocesses) of p 1 that are labeled with an element 
of C: these c's can be regarded as failed (individual) attempts at communication. This is what 
restr does. Then streams takes all paths (streams) of the result of restr (p ), putting a a symbol 
(denoting deadlock) at the end of all paths ending in the empty process. This can be understood 
as follows: When a path in restr(p) ends in the empty process this means that the operation restr 
has cut off everything at the end of the corresponding path in p. By definition of restr only c's 
could have been present. Thus this path in p should be interpreted as indicating a situation in 
which only individual communication steps can be taken. Operationally, we consider this to be a 
case of deadlock. Therefore, we replace this empty process by a. This is what streams does. 
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Now that we have defined a mapping a:P 1 ~p 1 , we extend it in the following way. 
DEFINITION 2.30 
Let a:(L 1 ~a~P 1 )~(L 1 ~a~Pi) be defined by 
a(F) = pa (notation) 
= AsEL1 ·MEa·a(F(s)(8)) 
for FEL 1 ~a~P 1 • (Please note that we use again the symbol a. We trust that no confusion will arise 
from this slight abuse of language.) 
THEOREM 2.31 (Relating '111' and cI>1'): VFEL 1 ~ii~P1 [cI>1'(P)=('1'1'(F)t] 
PROOF 
Let FEL 1 ~a~PI> let sEL 1 and 8Eii be such that {(a,s',8')E/'(s)(8)1atEC}~0. Then: 
<l>1'(Fa)(s)(8) = LJ {a·Fa(s')(8')1(a,s',8')E/'(s)(8)/\at£C} 
= U { a·(a(F(s')(8')) I (a,s',8')El'(s)(8)/\a tEC} 
=streams({ <a,restr(F(s')(8'))> l(a,s',8')E/'(s)(8)/\at£C}) 
= streams0 restr({ <a,F(s')(8')> l(a,s,8')E/'(s)(8)}) 
= a('1'1'(F)(s)(8)) 
= ('1'1'(F))a(s)(8). 
If sEL 1 and8Eii are such that {(a,s',8')E/'(s)(8) latEC}= 0, then 
<I>1'(F)(s)(8) = {a} 
= streams( 0) 
= streams0 restr({ <a,F(s')(8')> l(a,s',8')E/'(s)(8)}) 
= ('1'1'(F)r(s)(8). 
Combining corollaries 2.23, 2.28 and 2.32, which state: 
(2.23) 0f> = 01' 
(2.32) 01' = (6D1 ')a 
(2.28) 6D1, = 6Dj, 
now yields the main theorem of this section: 
THEOREM 2.33 (0f> =(®1r): 'VsEL1 'V8Eii [01[s<8>]= a(6D1[s](8))) 
COROLLARY 2.34: For all SELf and arbitrary yEf: 01[s] = a(6D1[s](y)). 
2.5 Summary of section 2 
We can again give a quick overview of the main theorems of this section by drawing a diagram as fol-
lows: 
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4>, 
L11 _.,,p1 ___,, L11 _,,pi 
<>! * !<> (theorem 2.22) 
4>,' 
LI _.,,t::,,._,, p I ___,, LI _.,,t::,,._,,p I 
aj * ja (theorem 2.31) 
LI _.,,t::,,._,, p I 
it,' 
___,, LI _,,f::._.,,p I 
--i *fix i-- ( theorem2.27) 
L1_.,,f _.,,p1 
it, 
L1_,,f_,,P1 ___,, 
where (as in subsection 1.5) * indicates commutativity and *fix indicates commut~ivity with respect 
to the fixed point of '111 (that is, 6D1). Please note that if we could identify P 1 and PI> we could iden-
tify the second and the third horizontal lines of this diagram, leaving out the mapping a. This would 
yield a diagram of exactly the same shape as that of subsection 1.5. This is just a way of rephrasing 
what has already been said above: The only new thing about proving semantic equivalence for L 1 , 
compared with L 0 , is the presence of a difference between the semantic universes P 1 and P1 of (91 
and 6D1, which made the introduction of a necessary. Theorems 2.22 and 2.27 are just (slightly) 
modified versions of theorems already present in section I (namely, theorems 1.30 and 1.33). 
3. A NONUNIFORM LANGUAGE WITH VALUE PASSING (L2) 
We devote the third section of our paper to the discussion of semantic equivalence for a nonuniform 
language. Elementary actions are no longer uninterpreted but taken as either assignment or tests. 
Communication actions c and care refined to actions c?v and c!e (with v variable and e an expres-
sion), and successful communication now involves two effects: both synchronization (as in the 
language L 1) and value passing: the (current) value of e is assigned to v. Thus, we have here the syn-
chronous handshaking variety of message passing in the sense of CCS or CSP. 
We shall introduce a language L 2 which embodies these features and present its operational and 
denotational semantics 02 and "Dz. Nonuniformity of L 2 calls for the notion of state in both semantic 
models: They now deliver sets of streams, or processes, over state transformations, not over uninter-
preted actions as in the previous sections. The main goal of this section is to provide the reader with 
yet another example of a language to which the method for proving semantic equivalence, as 
developed in section I and 2, applies. Although L 2 will be in some sense more complex than L 1 and 
accordingly l92 and 6Dz more intricate than 01 and 6D1, the proof of the equivalence of operational and 
denotational semantics will essentially be the same. Because of this emphasis on proving semantic 
equivalence, we shall not give very much explanation when defining the semantics. For this we refer 
the reader again to [BKMOZ], which we (roughly) follow in our definition of l92 and 6D2 • Nor shall we 
give any proofs, because all of them can be obtained by straightforwardly modifying a corresponding 
one from section 2. 
3.1 Syntax 
We now present the syntax of L 2 • We use three new syntactic categories, viz. 
the set Var, with elements v,w, of individual variables 
the set Exp, with elements e, of expressions 
the set Bexp, with elements b, of boolean expressions. 
We shall not specify a syntax for Exp and Bexp. We assume that (boolean) expressions are of an 
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elementary kind; in particular, they have no side effects and their evaluation always terminates. State-
ment variables x,y, ... are as before, as are the communications cEC. The latter now appear syntac-
tically as part of value passing communication actions c?v or c!e. 
DEFINITION 3.1 (Syntax for Li) 
s::=v :=e lb lc?v lc!e ls1 ;s2 ls1 +s2 ls1 lls2 Ix lµx[t] 
where tELi, defined in 
DEFINITION 3.2 (Syntax for Li) 
The set Li of statements which are guarded for x is given by 
t:: = v : = e I b I c?v I c!e 
I t;s, for sEL2 
I t1+t2lt1llt2 
I y, for y=/=x 
I µx[t] 
I µy[t'], for y=/=x, t'ELi n~ 
DEFINITION 3.3 (Syntax for I,;_) 
The set L;. of statements which are guarded for all x EStmv is defined by 
t:: = v := =e lb lc?v lc!e lt;s lt1 +t2 lt1 llt2 lµx[t], 
where sEL2• 
REMARK: The sets L 2,Li, and L2 are extended with the empty statement E (cf. the remark preceding 
definition 1.3). 
It will be useful to unite assignments v: =e, tests b and communications c?v and c!e into one set of 
basic steps. 
DEFINITION 3.4 (Basic steps) 
We define the set Bsteps of basic steps, with typical element a, by 
BStep = Comm U Bexp U Asg, 
where the set Comm of communications is defined by 
Comm= {c?vlcEC,vEVar} U {c!elcEC,eEExp}, 
and the set Asg, of assignments, is defined by 
Asg = {v:=elvEVar, eEExp}. 
The sets BSteps and Comm can be regarded as the nonunif orm equivalents of the sets A of atomic 
actions and C of communications of the previous section. 
3.2 Operational semantics 
DEFINITION 3.5 (Transition relation for I,;_) 
We define ~ k L;. X BStep X L 2 as the smallest relation satisfying 
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a 
(i) a -7 E, for all a EBStep. (Please note that it is also possible that a E Comm!) 
(ii) for all a EBStep, s, t EL5 and s',s ELi: if s'=/=E, then: 
a a 
s -?s' =? (s ·s -?s'·s 
' ' 
a a 
/\ S +t-7S1 /\ t +s -7S 1 
a a 
/\ sllt-?s'llt /\ tlls -7 tlls' 
a 
/\ µ.x[s ]-7 s'[µ.x[s ]/ x ]); 
and if s'=E, then: 
a a 
s -7 E =? (s ;s -7 s 
a a 
/\ s+t-?E /\ t+s-?E 
a a 
/\ sllt -7 t /\ tlls -7 t 
a 
/\ µ.x[s ]-7 E). 
(iii) for all s,tEL5, s',t'ELi, and c?v,c!eEComm: if s'=/=E=/=t', then: 
c!e c?v v:=e v:=e 
(s -7 s' /\ t -7 t') =? (s llt -7 s'llt' /\ t lls -7 t'lls'), 
and if s' = E, then: 
c!e c?v v:=e v:=e 
(s -7 E /\ t -7 t') =? (s llt -7 t' /\ t lls -7 t'). 
For both operational and denotational models the notion of state is fundamental. Elements v,w in Var 
will have values in a set Val. A state is a function that maps variables to their (current) values. 
Accordingly, we define 
DEFINITION 3.6 (States) 
The set }; of states, with typical element o, is defined as 
}; = Var-? Val. 
We shall also employ a special failure state a, with att};, and define 
};r =};*u};*·{a}U};"'. 
Elements of };r will be denoted by finite or infinite tuples <01>oi, ... >. The empty tuple will be 
denoted by£. We shall write o for <o>. Concatenation is defined as usual. 
For expressions e EExp and b EBExp we postulate a simple semantic evaluation function, details of 
which we do not bother to provide. The values of e and b in state o will be denoted simply by 
[e]o (EVa/) and [b]o (E{tt,ff}). 
DEFINITION 3.7 (Semantic universe Pi) 
We define the semantic universe Pi by 
Pi =};-?'!PncC};r), 
where '!Pnc(};r) is the set of all non-empty and compact subsets of };r. 
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DEFINITION 3.8 (<P2) 
Let <P2: (Lf} ~P2)~(Lf} ~P2 ) be defined by 
<P2(F)(E) = {t:}; 
a 
if {al3s'[s~s']/\(aEAsgv(aEBExp/\[a]a=tt))} = 0, then 
<P2(F)(s) = {a}; 
otherwise 
b 
<P2(F)(s) = LJ { a·F(s')(a) I s~s' /\[b ]a= tt} U 
v:=e 
U {av:=e·F(s')(av:=e)I s ~ s'}, 
for FELf}~P2 and sEL2, and with 
Ov:=e = a{[e]a/v }. 
(The notation O'v:=e will also be used in the sequel.) 
DEFINITION 3.9: <9i = Fixed Point(<P2) 
EXAMPLES 
l'.li[v: =O] = Aa·{ <a{O/v} > }. 
l'li[v:=Oll (v:=l; v:=v+l)] = Aa·{<a{O/v},a{l/v},a{2/v}>, 
<a{ l/v }, a{O/v }, a{ l/v} >, 
<a{l/v},a{2/v},a{O/v}>} 
02[v: =O; µ.x[v: =v + l; x ]] = Aa·{ <a{O/v }, a{ l/v }, a{2/v }, ... >} 
02[v: =O; v<O] =Aa·{ <a{O/v }, d>} 
02[c?v] = Aa·{ <d>} 
02[c?vllc!3] = Aa·{ <a{3/v}>} 
We can again characterize the operational model using an initial step function. 
DEFINITION 3.10 (Initial steps) 
Let I: L~ ~6Jfin(BStep XL2) be defined by 
(i) /(£)= 0, /(a)={(a,E)}, for aEBStep 
(ii) Suppose J(s)={(ai,si)}, I(t)={(b1,t1)} for s,tEL~, ai,b1EBStep, and s;,t1EL2. Then 
/(s;S) = {(a;,si;S)},forsEL2 
I(s +t) = J(s)U/(t) 
/(silt)= {(a;,s;llt)} U {(b1, sllt1)} U {(v:=e, sillt1)1(a;=c?v/\b1=c!e)V(a;=c!e/\b1=c?v)} 
I(µ.x[s]) = {(a;,si[µ.x[s]/x])}. 
a 
LEMMA 3.11: 't/aEBStep't/sEL~ 't/sEL2 [s~s'~(a,s')E/(s)] 
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COROLLARY 3.12 
For FEL~~P2, sEL~ and aEL with {(a,s')E/(s)j aEAsgv(aEBExp/\[a]a=tt)}*0: 
cl>2(F)(s)(a) = U {a·F(s')(a)I (b,s')E/(s)/\[b]a=tt))} U 
LJ {av:=e·F(s')(av:=e)I (v: =e, s')E/(s)}. 
3.3 Denotational semantics 
As in section 2.3 we start with the definition of a suitable semantic universe. It will be a process 
domain that is obtained as a solution of the following domain equation: 
P-{po} UGJco(SSteps XP), 
where the set SSteps of semantic steps, with typical elements K, is given by 
SSteps = (L~L) 
u (L~{tt,ff}) 
U (CX Var) 
U (CX(L~Va/)). 
We can read this equation as follows: a process p EP is either p0 , the nil process, or it is a (compact) 
set X of semantic steps KESSteps. Such a semantic step can have one out of four forms. First it can 
be a state transformation. These will be used to give a semantics to assignments. Then it can be a 
mapping from states to the set of truth values, corresponding with boolean expressions. Next, it can 
be a pair <c,v >,corresponding with an input statement c?v. And finally it can be a pair <c,f >, 
corresponding with an output statement c !e. Here, f is used to denote the value of e (that is, 
[e]EL~Val). 
As in section 2.3 we should be more precise about the metrics involved. We give a formal definition 
below and ref er the reader to section 2.3 for further explanation and references. 
DEFI~ITION 3.13 (Semantic universe P 2) 
Let (P 2,d) be a complete metric space such that it satisfies the following domain equation: 
P-{po} U 6.Yc0 (SSteps X id ,,,(P)), 
with SSteps as above. Typical elements of P 2 will be p and q. 
DEFINITION 3.14 (.SemantLc ~era..!_ors) _ _ 
The operators;, +,and ll:P 2 XP2~P2 are defined as follows. Letp,qEP2, KESSteps, cEC, vEVar, 
andjEL~Val. Then: 
(i) 
(ii) 
- {q 
p;q = { <K, p';q> I <K,p'> Ep} 
-
p+q = 
if q =Po 
if p =po 
otherwise 
if p = p 0 
if P*Po 
(iii) If p =po, then pllq=qllp =q. If P*Po and q*p0 , then: 
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p liq = { <K, p'llq > I <tc,p'> Ep} u 
{ <tc, p llq'> I <tc,q'> Eq} u 
{ <Aa·alf(a)/v},p'llq'> I (<<c,v >,p'>EpA<<c,f >,q'>Eq)v 
(<<c,f >,p'>EpA<<c,v >,q'>Eq)}. 
For a justification of these self-referential definitions see remark 1.17. 
DEFINITION 3.15 (Semantic environments): f=Stmv_,,.finp 2 (typical elements are y). 
DEFINITION 3 .16 ( '1' 2, <JDi) 
We define the denotational semantics% of L2 as 
% = Fixed Point('1'2), 
where '1'2:(L2--?f-?-P2)-?-(L2--?f-?-P2) is given, for FEL2-?-f-?-P2, by: 
(i) '1'2(F)(a)(y)={ <Ka,po> }, and '1'2(F)(E)(y)=po, 
with 
Aa·ov :=e if a=v:=e 
Ao·[a]o if aEBExp 
K = a <c,v> if a=c?v 
<c, Ao·[e ]o> if a=c!e. 
(ii) '1'2(F)(s op t)(y) = '1'2(F)(s)(y) op '1'2(F)(t)(y) for op = ;, +, II. 
(iii) '1'2(F)(µ.x[s ])(y) = '1'2(F)(s)(y{ F(µ.x[s ](y)/ x} ). 
Similarly to lemma l.21 we have that '1'2 is contracting. 
EXAMPLES 
%[v :=O](y) = { <Ao·a{O/v},po>} 
%[v: = 1; v: =v + l](y) = { <Ao·o{ l/v }, { <Ao'·a'{ o'(v)+ l/v },p0 >} >} 
%[c?vllc!3](y) = {<<c,v>,{<<c,Ao·3>,po>}>, 
<<c,Ao·3>,{ <<c,v >,po>}>, 
<Ao·o{3/v },p0 >} 
%[v: =O; µ.x[v: =v + 1; x ]] = { <Ao·o{O/v },p > }, where p EP2 satisfies 
p = {<Ao·o{a(v)+llv},p>}. 
3.4 Semantic equivalence of l92 and % 
The proof of the semantic equivalence of l9i and GJ}i is essentially the same as in the previous section. 
Therefore, we only give a brief outline of how to proceed, leaving out the details of some definitions, 
omitting all proofs, and stressing the (small) differences. We define 
l92' = Fixed Point(4>2') and%' = Fixed Point('1'2') 
with 4>2' and '1'2' defined as follows. Let 4>2':(L2-?-tl-?-P2)-?-(L2-?-/l-?-P2) be given by 
4>2'(F)(E)(8) = {£}; 
if {(a,s',o')E/'(s)(o)I aEAsgv(aEBExp/\[a]a=tt)} = 0, then 
<I>2'(F)(s)(o) = {a}; 
otherwise 
<I>2'(F)(s)(o) = U {a·F(s')(a)(o')I (b,s',o')E/'(s)(o)A[b]a=tt} u 
U { av :=e·F(s')(o')(av :=e) I (v: = e,s',o')E/'(s)(o)}, 
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for FEL2 -'>!:J,.-'>P'l:.J. sEL2 and ofi_/:J,. (/:J,. and /' can be defined similarly to definitions 2.5 and 2.17). 
Let 'ifr2':(L2-'>/:J,.-'>P2)-'>(L2-'>d-'>P2) be defined by 
{
Po if s=E 
'ifr2'(F)(s)(o) = { <K0 ,F(s')(o')> l(a,s',o')E/'(s)(o)} ~therwise, 
(with Ka as in definition 3.16) for FEL2-'>!:J,.-'>P2,sEL2, and oEd. 
The definitions of <I>2 ' and '¥2' are somewhat more involved than their counterparts from section 2. 
What is different here is that a syntactic basic step does not literally coincide with the semantic step 
that represents its meaning. In the previous section we had elementary actions a and c both as syntac-
tic and semantic entities. Here we have syntactic basic steps v: =e, b, c !e, and c?v, all of which are 
semantically represented in a different way. 
Similarly to the definitions 2.21 and 2.26 we can define mappings 
and prove 
< > :(Lf}_-'>P2)-'>(L2-'>A-'>P2) and 
.......,:(L2-'>f-'>P2)-'>(L2-'>A-'>P2), 
{9z' = of> and 6Di' = GDi. 
Finally, we can compare (92 ' and 6Di' by recursively defining a suitable abstraction operator a:P2-'>P2 
by 
a(po)(a)= { t }, 
and, for p=/=p 0 , by 
a(p)(a) = LJ {j(a)·a(p')(f(a))I <f,p'>Ep /\/E"i--'>2.}U 
LJ {a·a(p')(a)I <f,p'>Ep /\(fE"i.-'>{.ff,tt})/\f(a)=tt}, 
if { <f,p'> I <f,p'>Ep/\({E"i--'>"i-V({E"i--'>{.ff,tt} /\f(a)=tt))}=f=.0, and by 
a(p)(a) = {a}, otherwise. 
(For a justification of this self-referential definition see remark 1.17.) In a(p )(a) all pairs <K,p'> Ep 
with KEL-'>{tt,.ff} and K(a)=Jf, or KECXVar, or KECX("i--'>Va/), are neglected. This corresponds 
with the restriction ope~tor of definition 2.29. A second effect of applying a is that it transforms a 
(branching) process p EP2 into a function a(p)EP2 ="i.-'><j'nc(Af ), which yields, when supplied with 
an argument a, a set of streams (in a sense the paths of p). In this respect a is similar to the operator 
streams of definition 2.29. Applying a has yet another effect. If f E"i--'>"i. and <f,p'> Ep, then 
f(o)-a(p')(f(o))Ea(p)(o): the state transformation/is applied to the current state o, and the resulting 
state f (o) is concatenated with a(p')(f(o)), in which f (o), being the new state, is passed through to a 
applied to p', the resumption off In this way, the effect of different state transformations occurring 
subsequently in p is accumulated. A simple example may illustrate this. Consider 
p = 6Di[v:=l;v:=v+l] 
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Then 
= { <ACJ·CJv:=I>{ <ACJ'·CJ'v:=a'(v)+l>Po> }> }. 
a(p)(CJ) = { <CJv:=1> a({ <ACJ1·CJ1v:=a'<v>+1>Po> })(C1v:=1)>} 
= { <CJv:=I> C1v:=2, a(po)(C1v:=2)>} 
= { <CJv:=I> C1v:=2> }. 
Next, we extend a to a mapping a:(L2~a~P2)~(L2~fl~P2) by putting for FEL2~fl~P2: 
a(F) =pa 
= A.s·M·a(F(s)(8)). 
We shall prove that 
VFEL2~fl~P2 [<Pi'(Fa) = ('1'2'(F)r]. 
Let FEL2~fl~P2 , s EL2, 8Efl, and CJE~ be such that 
Then 
{ (a,s',8')E/'(s )(8) 1 a EAsgV(a EBExp /\[a]CJ = tt)}=I= 0. 
<P2'(P)(s )(8)(CJ) 
= LJ { CJ·P(s')(8')(CJ) I (b,s',8')E/'(s )(8) /\ [b ]CJ=tt} U 
LJ { CJv :=e·Fa(s')(8')(C1v :=e) I (v: =e,s',8')E/'(s)(8)} 
= U {a·(a(F'(s')(8'))(CJ)) I (b,s',8')E/'(s)(8')/\[b]CJ=tt} U 
LJ { CJv :=e·(a(F'(s')(8'))(CJv: =e)) J (v: =e,s',8')E/'(s)(8')} 
= a({ <K0 ,F'(s')(8')> J (a,s',8')E/'(s)(8')})(CJ) 
[with Ka as above] 
= a(i'i'(F)(s )(8))(CJ) 
= (i'/(F))a(s)(8)(CJ). 
The case that '1>2'(F)(s)(8)(CJ)= {a} goes similarly. This proves 
VFEL2~fl~P2 [<P2'(Fa) = (i'/(F)}a]. 
Now it follows that 
<GDi'r = e2'· 
Collecting the results from above, we see: 
l9f > = (£>Di)a, or 
VsEL2 't/8Efl [l92[s<8>] = a(6Di[s](8))], 
with the obvious corollary, that 
VsEL~ 't/yEf [l92[s] = a(£>Di[s](y))]. 
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4. CoNCLUSIONS 
We have developed a uniform method of comparing different semantic models for imperative con-
current programming languages. We have defined operational and denotational semantic models for 
such languages as fixed points of contractions on complete metric spaces, and have related them by 
relating their corresponding contractions. Here, we benefit from the metric structure of the underlying 
mathematical domains, which ensures the uniqueness of the fixed point of such contractions (Banach's 
theorem). It turns out that once this method has been applied to a certain (simple) language (L0), it 
can be easily generalized for more complex languages (L 1 and L 2). This we consider to be the 
strength of this approach. Currently, we are investigating possible extensions of this method to deal 
with yet other languages, containing, e.g., program constructs for process creation. 
Our investigations are related to the question of full abstraction, which at the same time is a topic for 
further research. If L is a language with semantics (9 and 6D, then we call 6j) fully abstract with respect 
to (9 if 
VsEL'VtEL [6D[s]=6D[t] <:9 VC(") [0[C(s)]=0[C(t)]], 
where C(") ranges over the set of contexts for L, that is, the set of statements in L containing one or 
more holes. An example would bes;(·), where(-) denotes the hole. Given such a context C(-) and a 
statement s the statement C (s) is obtained by substituting s for all the holes in C (-). The issue of full 
abstraction is mostly raised with respect to a model (9 that is operational, expressing a notion of obser-
vability, and a model 6D that is compositional. Then it follows from a relation between (9 and 6D of the 
form (9 = a0 6D that for all s and t EL: 
6D[s]=6D[t] ~ VC(·) [0[C(s)]=0[C(t)]]. 
(This property is sometimes called: correctness of 6D with respect to 0.) Thus, our result of proving 
(9 = a0 6D partly solves the problem of full abstraction. The reversed arrow is still an issue for further 
research. 
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6. APPENDIX: MATHEMATICAL DEFINITIONS 
DEFINITION A.1 (Metric space) 
A metric space is a pair (M,d) with Ma non-empty set and d a mapping d:MXM~[O, l] (a metric or 
distance) that satisfies the following properties: 
(a) 'v'x,yEM[d(x,y)=O ~ x =y] 
(b) 'v'x,yEM[d(x,y)=d(y,x)] 
(c) 'v'x,y,z EM[d(x,y):i;;;;d(x,z)+d(z,y)]. 
We call (M,d) an ultra-metric space if the following stronger version of property (c) is satisfied: 
(c') 'v'x,y,z EM [d(x,y ):i;;;;max{ d(x,z ),d(z,y)} ]. 
Please note that we consider only metric spaces with bounded diameter: the distance between two 
points never exceeds 1. 
EXAMPLES A.1.1 
(a) Let A be an arbitrary set. The discrete metric dA on A is defined as follows. Let x,y EA, then 
{
o if x =y 
dA (x,y) = 1 if x=/=y. 
(b) Let A be an alphabet, and let A 00 =A • U A"' denote the set of all finite and infinite words over A. 
Let, for x EA 00 , x(n) denote the prefix of x of length n, in case length(x)~n, and x otherwise. 
We put 
d(x,y )=2-sup{n Jx(n)=y(n)}, 
with the convention that i- 00 =O. Then (A 00 ,d) is a metric space. 
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DEFINITION A.2 
Let (M,d) be a metric space, let (x;)i be a sequence in M. 
(a) We say that (x;); is a Cauchy sequence whenever we have: 
V'E:>O 3N EN V'n,m>N [d(xn,Xm)<E:]. 
(b) Let xEM. We say that (x;)i converges to x and call x the limit of (x;); whenever we have: 
V'E:>O 3NEN V'n>N [d(x,xn)<E:]. 
Such a sequence we call convergent. Notation: lim;__. 00 X; =x. 
(c) The metric space (M,d) is called complete whenever each Cauchy sequence converges to an ele-
ment of M. 
DEFINITION A.3 
Let (Mi.d1),(M2,d2) be metric spaces. 
(a) We say that (Mi.d1) and (M2,d2) are isometric if there exists a bijectionf:M 1 ~M2 such that: 
V'x,yEM 1 [d2(f(x),/(Y))=d1(x,y)]. We then write M 1-M2. When f is not a bijection (but only 
an injection), we call it an isometric embedding. 
(b) Letf:M 1 ~M2 be a function. We call/ continuous whenever for each sequence (xi); with limit x 
in M 1 we have that lim;__. 00/(x;)=f(x). 
( c) Let A ;;;.o. With M 1 ~AM2 we denote the set of functions f from M 1 to M 2 that satisfy the fol-
lowing property: 
V'x,yEM1 [d2(f(x),f~))~A·d1(x,y)]. 
Functions f in M 1 ~ M 2 we call non-distance-increasing (NDI), functions f in M 1 ~(M2 with 
O~E:<l we call contracting. 
PROPOSITION A.4 
(a) Let (Mi.d1),(M2,d2) be metric spaces. For every A ~O and fEM 1 ~A M 2 we have: f is continuous. 
(b) (Banach's fixed-point theorem) 
Let (M,d) be a complete metric space and f :M ~M a contracting function. Then there exists an 
x EM such that the following holds: 
(1) f(x)=x (x is a fixed point of fj, 
(2) 'Vy EM [f(Y)=y ~ y =x] (x is unique), 
(3) V'xo EM [limn__. 00J<nl(xo)=x 1 where J<n + 1>(xo)= J(f<nl(xo)) and J<0>(xo)=xo. 
DEFINITION A.5 (Compact subsets) 
A subset X of a complete metric space (M, d) is called compact whenever each sequence in X has a 
subsequence that converges to an element of X. 
DEFINITION A.6 
Let (M,d),(Mi.d1), ... ,(Mn,dn) be metric spaces. 
(a) With M1~M2 we denote the set of all continuous functions from M 1 to M 2. We define a 
metric dF on M 1 ~M2 as follows. For every / 1 ,Ji EM 1 ~M2 
dF(f1 ,/2)=supxEM, {d2(f1(x),f2(x))}. 
For A ;;;.Q the set M 1 ~AM2 is a subset of M 1 ~M2 , and a metric on M 1 ~AM2 can be obtained 
by taking the restriction of the corresponding dF. 
(b) With M 1 U · · · U Mn we denote the dis joint union of Mi. ... , Mn, which can be defined as 
{l}XM~ · · ·~{n}XMn. We define a metric du on M1 U · · · UMn as follows. For every 
x,yEM1 U · · · UMn 
-{dj(x,y) if x,yEU}XMj, l~j~n 
du(x,y) - 1 otherwise. 
(c) We define a metric dp on M 1 X · · · XMn by the following clause. 
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For every (xi, ... ,xn), (yi. ... ,yn)EM1 X · · · XMn 
dp((xi, ... ,Xn),(yi. ... ,yn))=max;{d;(X;,y;)}. 
(d) Let '!Pnc(M)=def{XjXc;M /\X is compact and non-empty}. We define a metric dH on '!Pnc(M), 
called the Hausdorff distance, as follows. For every X, Y E'!Pnc(M) 
dH(X, Y)=max{ supXEx{d(x, Y)},supyEY{d(y,X)} }, 
where d(x,Z)=definfZEz{d(x,z)} for every Z c;M, xEM. 
In '!Pc0 (M) =def { XIX CM /\X is compact} we also have the empty set as an element. We define dH 
on '!Pc0 (M) as above but extended with the following case. If X=I= 0, then 
dH(0,X)=dH(X, 0)=1. 
(e) Let cE[O,oo). We define: idc(M,d)=(M,c·d). 
PROPOSITION A.7 
Let (M,d), (Mi.di), ... ,(Mn,dn), dF, du, dp and dH be as in definition A.6 and suppose that (M,d), 
(Mi.di), ... , (Mn ,dn) are complete. We have that 
(a) (M1~M2,dF), (M1~AM2,dF), 
(b) (M 1u · · · UMn,du), 
(c) (M1 X · · · XMn,dp), 
( d) (6.Ync(M),dH ), and (0'c0 (M),dH) 
are complete metric spaces. If (M,d) and (M;,d;) are all ultra-metric spaces these composed spaces are 
again ultra-metric. (Strictly spoken, for the completeness of M 1 ~M2 and M 1 ~AM2 we do not need the 
completeness of M 1• The same holds for the ultra-metric property.) 
The proofs of proposition A.7 (a), (b) and (c) are straightforward. Part (d) is more involved. It can 
be proved with the help of the following characterization of the completeness of the Hausdorff metric. 
PROPOSITION A.8 
Let ('!Pc0 (M),dH) be as in definition A.6. Let (X;); be a Cauchy sequence in '!Pc0 (M). We have: 
lim;.._.00 X; = {lim;.._.00 x;jx;EX;, (x;); a Cauchy sequence in M}. 
The proof of proposition A.8 can be found in [Mic] as a generalization of a similar result (for closed 
subsets) in [Du] and [En]. 
